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Frustration pivots around EU inertia on serious issues with Turkey

T

Richard
Pine
GreeceLetter
History is an echo
chamber, locking
Athens and Ankara
in an impasse

his year Greece begins a
series of commemorations, similar to those
ongoing in Ireland:
from the bicentenary of the war
of independence from the
Ottoman empire, which began
in 1821, to the bicentenary in
2030 of the 1830 “London
Protocol” by which Britain,
France and Russia established
Greece as an independent
state; and next year the centenary of the “Anatolian Catastrophe” of 1922 in which 1.5
million ethnic Greeks were
expelled from eastern Turkey
after Greece’s disastrous
attempt (with encouragement
from Britain and France) to
recapture Constantinople.
Each of these milestones in
Greek history continues to
reverberate in the acoustic of
international politics, not least
because Greek-Turkish
relations remain at an all-time
low, and because Greece
remains substantially the child
of geopolitics.

In fact the conflict is so
longstanding that it goes back
to 1453, when the Turks
captured Constantinople, the
seat of Greek culture and
Christianity. Today’s conflicts –
and there are many – come on
the back of this history. The
diktat by Turkish president
Recep Tayyip Erdogan last
year that the former basilica of
Hagia Sophia – arguably the
heart of Orthodox Christendom – should become a mosque
was designed (successfully) to
provoke international outrage.
Edgeofwar
The two countries have been
on the edge of war at least three
times since 1986 and remain on
full military alert, with each
investing colossal sums in
armaments which are crippling
their respective economies.
War is unthinkable between
two Nato members, one of
which is an EU state and the
other an applicant for inclusion. But war is still being

provided for and, in some
quarters, tacitly advocated.
The daily dog-fights between
rival jet fighters in Aegean
airspace are a disaster waiting
to happen.
Greece and Turkey are
ostensibly conducting diplomatic manoeuvres on the
relative extent of their maritime borders and continental
shelves. After years of diplomatic rhetoric – much of it consisting of mutual contempt and
accusation – the first formal
talks since 2015 took place on
January 25th and adjourned
after three hours. It’s “talks
about talks” as neither can
agree on the other’s agenda.
Whether the talks will resume
successfully is very doubtful.
From the Greek perspective,
Turkey’s demand for repossession of key Greek islands such
as Samos, Chios, Lesbos and
some of the Dodecanese
(awarded by international
treaties) is unacceptable. So
too is Turkish exploration for
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After years of
diplomatic rhetoric
– much of it
consisting of mutual
contempt and
accusation – the first
formal talks since
2015 took place on
January 25th and
adjourned after
three hours. It’s
‘talks about talks’, as
neither can agree on
the other’s agenda

oil and gas in what Greece
regards as its own waters,
which Turkish president
Erdogan pursues unapologetically and with seeming disregard for international maritime law.
The Greek-Turkish conflict
derives not merely from the
weight of historical memory,
nor the ownership of a few
small islands, nor the symbolic
clash of Christianity and Islam,
nor the competing claims on
the mineral deposits of Greece,
Cyprus and Turkey. It is all of
these and much more. And it is
insoluble.
Turkey’s strategic position
in geopolitics has always
guaranteed its virtual immunity from reprisals. Turkish
invasion of Cyprus in 1974 and
subsequent annexation of the
north of the island has never
been challenged. The EU
decision last December not to
impose heavy sanctions on
Turkey for its behaviour in the
Mediterranean has exacerbat-

Multibillion lawsuits are a new weapon
in US fight against disinformation
Michael M
Grynbaum

Defamation

But the use of defamation suits
has also raised uneasy questions about how to police a
news media that counts on first
amendment protections – even
as some conservative outlets advanced Trump’s lies and eroded public faith in the democratic process.
“If you had asked me 15
years, five years ago, whether I
would ever have gotten involved in a defamation case, I
would have told you no,” said
Roberta Kaplan, a lawyer who
is representing Trump’s niece,
Mary Trump, and writer E Jean
Carroll in defamation suits
against the former president.
Like other prominent liberals in her profession, Kaplan
had long considered defamation suits a way for the wealthy
and powerful to try to silence

Seriouspolitician
I have met Dendias (he is a
Corfiot) and regard him as a
serious and highly qualified
politician who could well be the
next leader of his party (New
Democracy) and even premier.
But he has inherited an irremediable situation both in his
relations with his opposite
number, Mevlut Cavusoglu,
and with European and
American perceptions of the
wider issues.

He complains that Europe
“has not grasped the
magnitude of the problem”.
The problem will be beyond the
grasp of the European mind as
long as Greece is regarded as a
backward country where we
like to go on our holidays,
rather than an emerging hub of
East-West commerce, with
massive Chinese investment.
US policy is “Keep Turkey in
the West”. Erdogan continues
to proclaim that Turkey wants
to be in Europe, but Greece
sees his actions as blatantly and
provocatively anti-West with
his disregard for human rights
and democracy.
There seems to be no
resolution of either the
Greek-Turkish conflict of 200
years or the Cypriot charade of
47 years.
An agreed peace, between
Greece and Turkey or between
Turkey and Greek Cyprus, is
impossible. So all we can look
forward to is the impasse of a
disagreed peace.

Biden says US
will not remove
Iran sanctions
US president says Tehran must return to
full compliance with 2015 nuclear deal

Libel actions force
right-wing media to
row back on election
fraud claims
In just a few weeks in the US,
lawsuits and legal threats from
a pair of obscure election technology companies have
achieved what years of advertising boycotts, public pressure
campaigns and liberal outrage
could not: curbing the flow of
misinformation in right-wing
media.
Fox Business cancelled its
highest-rated show, Lou Dobbs
Tonight, on Friday after its host
was sued as part of a $2.7 billion
(¤2.24 billion) defamation lawsuit. Last Tuesday, the
pro-Trump cable channel Newsmax cut off a guest’s rant about
rigged voting machines. Fox
News, which seldom bows to
critics, has run fact-checking
segments to debunk its own anchors’ false claims about electoral fraud.
This is not the typical playbook for right-wing media,
which prides itself on pugilism
and delights in ignoring the liberals who have long complained about its content. But
conservative outlets have rarely faced this level of direct assault on their economic lifeblood.
Smartmatic, a voter technology firm swept up in conspiracies spread by former president
Donald Trump and his allies,
filed its defamation suit against
Rupert Murdoch’s Fox empire
on Thursday, citing Dobbs and
two other Fox anchors, Maria
Bartiromo and Jeanine Pirro,
for harming its business and
reputation.
Dominion Voting Systems,
another company that Trump
has accused of rigging votes,
filed defamation suits last
month against two of the
former president’s lawyers,
Rudy Giuliani and Sidney
Powell, on similar grounds.
Both firms have signalled that
more lawsuits may be imminent.
Litigation represents a new
front in the war against misinformation, a scourge that has reshaped US politics, deprived citizens of common facts and
paved the way for the deadly
January 6th attack on the Capitol in Washington. Fox News,
for example, paid millions last
year to settle a claim from the
family of a murdered Democratic National Committee staff
member falsely accused by Fox
hosts of leaking emails to
WikiLeaks.

ed Greece’s sense of injustice.
Greece’s frustration at the
EU’s lack of effective response
to its Turkish crisis obscures
the fact that what is a crisis for
the Greek state is not necessarily seen as a crisis in Bonn, Paris,
Brussels or indeed Washington. Despite the eloquence of
foreign minister Nikos Dendias, Greek diplomacy has failed
to convince either the EU or
the US of the need to curtail
Turkish aggression and
disruption of international law.

Najmeh Bozorgmehr in Tehran
and Aime Williams
in Washington

■ Lou Dobbs, whose show on

Fox Business was cancelled
last Friday, was one of
several Fox anchors named
in a defamation suit filed
by the voter technology
company Smartmatic.
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their critics. Last year, Trump’s
campaign sued multiple news
organisations for coverage that
the then president deemed unfavourable or unfair.
Technology billionaire Peter
Thiel bankrolled retired professional wrestler Hulk Hogan’s
suit against gossip blog Gawker
that ultimately bankrupted the
business.
“What’s changed,” Kaplan
said, “and we’ve all seen it happen before our eyes, is the fact
that so many people out there,
including people in positions of
authority, are just willing to say
anything, regardless of whether it has any relationship to the
truth or not.”
Some first-amendment lawyers say that an axiom – the best
antidote to bad speech is more
speech – may no longer apply in
a media landscape where misinformation can flood public discourse via countless channels,
from cable news to the Facebook pages of family and
friends.
“This shouldn’t be the way to
govern speech in our country,”
Kaplan said. “It’s not an
efficient or productive way to
promote truth-telling or quality
journalistic standards through
litigating in court. But I think
it’s gotten to the point where
the problem is so bad right now,
there’s virtually no other way to
do it.”
Trump’s rise is an inextricable part of this shift. His popularity boosted the profits and
power of the right-wing com-

mentators and media outlets
that defended him. In November, when Trump cast doubt on
the outcome of the presidential
election despite no credible
evidence, it made commercial
and editorial sense for his
media allies to follow his lead.
Newsmax anchor Greg Kelly
refused to accept Joe Biden as
president-elect and was rewarded with a surge in ratings. Fox
News was more cautious – the
network declared Biden the
next president on November
7th – but some Fox stars, including Dobbs, Bartiromo and Pirro, offered significant airtime
to his lawyers, Giuliani and Powell, and others who pushed the
outlandish election fraud narrative.
In one example cited in the
276-page complaint filed by
Smartmatic, Dobbs’s programme broadcast a false claim
by Powell that Hugo Chávez,
the former president of Venezuela, had been involved in
creating the company’s technology and installed software so
that votes could be switched undetected. (Chávez, who died in
2013, did not have anything to
do with Smartmatic.)
Smartmatic also cited an episode of Lou Dobbs Tonight in
which Giuliani falsely described the election as “stolen”
and claimed that hundreds of
thousands of “unlawful ballots”
had been found.

Fox’sfight

Dobbs described the election as
the end to “a 4½-year-long effort to overthrow the president
of the United States” and raised
the spectre of outside interference. “It has the feeling of a cover-up in certain places, you
know – putting the servers in
foreign countries, private companies,” Dobbs said.
Fox has promised to fight the
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What’s changed . . .
is the fact that
so many people,
including people
in positions of
authority, are
just willing to say
anything, regardless
of whether it has
any relationship
to the truth
litigation. “We are proud of our
2020 election coverage and will
vigorously defend this meritless lawsuit in court,” the
network said in a statement the
day before it cancelled Dobbs’s
show.
Executives in conservative
media argue that the Smartmatic lawsuit raises uncomfortable
questions about how news organisations should present public figures: Powell was a conspiracist, but she was also the president’s lawyer. Should a media
outlet be allowed to broadcast
her claims?
“There’s a new standard created out of this that is very dangerous for all the cable channels,” Christopher Ruddy, the
owner of Newsmax and a
Trump confidant, said in an interview on Saturday. “You have
to fact-check everything public
figures say, and you could be
held libellous for what they
say.” Ruddy contends that
Newsmax presented a fair view
of the claims about election
fraud and voting technology
companies.

Newsmax
personnel,
though, were made aware of
the potential damage stemming from claims that
appeared on their shows.
In an extraordinary on-air
moment last Tuesday, Mike Lindell, the MyPillow founder and
a staunch Trump ally, began attacking Dominion – and was
promptly cut off by a Newsmax
anchor, Bob Sellers, who read a
formal statement that Newsmax had accepted the election
results “as legal and final”.
Fox executives revealed
their own concerns in December after Smartmatic sent a letter signalling that litigation was
imminent. Fox News and Fox
Business ran an unusually
stilted segment in which an
election expert, Edward Perez,
debunked conspiracy theories
about voter fraud that had been
aired on the networks recently.
The segment ran on three
programmes – those hosted by
Dobbs, Bartiromo and Pirro.
(Newsmax, which also received
a letter from Smartmatic, aired
its own clarifications.)
This fear of liability has
rippled into smaller corners of
the right-wing media sphere.
Giuliani, who hosts a show on
New York radio station WABC,
was caught by surprise last
Thursday when his employer
aired a disclaimer during his
show that distanced itself and
its advertisers from Giuliani’s
views.
“They got to warn you about
me?” Giuliani asked his listeners, sounding incredulous. “Putting that on without telling me –
not the right thing to do. Not
the right thing to do at all.”
Yochai Benkler, a professor
at Harvard Law School who
studies disinformation and
radicalisation in US politics,
said the former president’s lies
about the election had pushed
pro-Trump outlets beyond the

relatively lax standards applied
to on-air commentators.
“The competitive dynamic in
the right-wing outrage industry
has forced them all over the
rails,” Benkler said. “This is the
first set of lawsuits that’s actually going to force them to internalise the cost of the damages
they’re inflicting on democracy.”

Caution

Benkler called the Smartmatic
suit “a useful corrective” – “it’s
a tap on the brakes” – but he
also urged restraint. “We have
to be very cautious in our celebration of these lawsuits because the history of defamation
is certainly one in which people
in power try to slap down critics,” he said.
Martin Garbus, a veteran
first-amendment lawyer, said
he was personally repelled by
the lies about the election propagated by Trump and his allies,
but he also called the Smartmatic suit “very complicated”.
“Will lawsuits like this also
be used in the future to attack
groups whose politics I might
be more sympathetic with?” he
asked. Garbus, who made his
reputation in part by defending
the speech rights of neo-Nazis
and other hate groups, said the
growth of online sources for
news and disinformation had
made him question whether he
might take on such cases today.
He offered an example of a
local neo-Nazi march.
Before social media, “it
wouldn’t have made much of an
echo”, Garbus said. “Now, if
they say it, it’s all over the
media, and somebody in Australia could blow up a mosque
based on what somebody in
New York says. It seems to me
you have to reconsider the consequence of things.” – New
York Times

US sanctions on Iran will be
lifted only if it stops enriching
uranium, and not simply to attract Tehran back to the negotiating table, Joe Biden has
warned.
The US president’s comments, made in an interview
with CBS News released yesterday, came as Iran’s supreme leader reiterated that
Tehran would not return to
full compliance with the nuclear accord it signed with world
powers in 2015 until the US lifted all sanctions.
“If the US wants to go back
to its commitment under
JCPOA [the nuclear accord], it
should lift sanctions altogether . . . in practice not in words
or on paper,” Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei said at a meeting
with the army’s top brass
marking the 42nd anniversary
of the Islamic revolution.
“We will then verify the US
measures and if we are confident the sanctions are lifted
properly, we could go back to
our commitments,” he said,
adding “we will not return
from this policy”.
Commenting on yesterday’s apparent stalemate, an
Iranian analyst who asked not
to be named, said “If the US retreats, its hegemony would be
damaged and if Iran retreats it
would lose its image and credibility”. He added: “This is not a
stand-off but needs a change
of the game like a visit by the
UN secretary-general to Tehran.”
Saeed Laylaz, an analyst
close to the government of
Iran’s president, Hassan Rouhani, said the ayatollah spoke
from a position of power,
thanks to the regime’s survival
under the toughest of sanctions. But he said the comments did not mean Tehran
had hardened its position
ahead of possible talks with
the Biden administration.
Former president Donald

Trump pulled the US out of
the nuclear deal in 2018,
prompting Iran to roll back
most of its commitments under the terms of the accord.
The country began a 20 per
cent enrichment of uranium
in January, an increase from
about 4 per cent, a further
breach of the agreement,
bringing it closer to being able
to produce weapons-grade
uranium, which requires 90
per cent purity. Iran denies
any intention to make a bomb.
French president Emmanuel Macron said last week he
could be an “honest broker” in
negotiations between the US
■ Ayatollah

Ali Khameni:
will not respond
to ‘some
nonsense’ from
Europe and US
and Iran, adding that Saudi
Arabia and Israel had to be
involved in the next round of
talks, given their concerns
about Tehran’s regional and
military policies. The ayatollah hit back, implying the
French president was not in a
position to tell Iran what to do.
Mr Biden’s national security adviser, Jake Sullivan, said
last Thursday the US was “actively engaged” in consultations with its European allies
to “produce a unified front
when it comes to our strategy
towards Iran and towards dealing with diplomacy around the
nuclear file”.
The ayatollah said he would
not respond to “some nonsense” by figures in Europe
and the US. “Logically speaking, the US and three European states trampled upon all
their JCPOA commitments
and have no right to set conditions now,” he said. “The side
which can put conditions on is
Iran because Iran implemented all its commitments.” – Copyright The Financial Times
Limited 2021

Cuba opens economy
to private businesses
In a major reform of the
state-dominated economy,
the Cuban government will allow small private businesses
to operate in most fields, eliminating its limited list of activities, state-run media reported
on Saturday.
The measure, coming as the
Caribbean island seeks to recover from an economic
slump, will expand the field
from 127 activities to more
than 2,000, labour minister
Marta Elena Feito Cabrera
was quoted as saying. She
spoke at a council of ministers
meeting that approved the policy. She said there would be
124 exceptions, but the media
reports provided no details.
Reform-minded Cuban
economists have long called
for the role of small business
to be expanded to help
jump-start the economy and
to create jobs.
The economy has stagnated
for years and contracted by 11
per cent last year, due to a combination of the pandemic,

which devastated tourism,
and tough US sanctions. The
crisis has forced a series of
long-promised but stalled reforms, from devaluation of the
peso and reorganisation of the
monetary system to some deregulation of state businesses
and foreign investment.
“The self-employed are not
going to have it easy in this
new beginning due to the complex environment in which
they will operate, with few dollars and inputs in the economy,” said Pavel Vidal, a former
Cuban central bank economist who teaches at Colombia’s Pontificia Universidad
Javeriana Cali. “But with the
ingenuity of the Cuban and
the sophistication of the parallel market, they will be able to
take off little by little.”
In the past six months the
government has moved to
grant small businesses access
to wholesale markets and to
import and export, though
only through state companies.
– Reuters
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Little to celebrate as Greece steels itself for opening of tourism season
Richard
Pine
GreeceLetter
The country’s recent
bicentenary was
as ‘virtual’ as the
original event

T

he death of Prince
Philip, husband of
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth, and a member of
the Greek royal family, was

marked publicly here in Corfu,
where he was born.
The city archives produced
his birth certificate (June 10th)
and his baptismal certificate
(October 24th), which shows
that one of his “godfathers”
was the municipality of Corfu
in the person of the mayor.
The baptism, into the Greek
Orthodox Church, took place
in the Church of St George
which had been built as the
garrison church by the British
during their administration
and then handed over to the
Greek church.
The baptism was followed by
a celebratory banquet, serving
chicken in aspic, fillet of beef,
charlotte russe and a cheese
risotto.
On the day of Prince Philip’s
funeral, a ceremony was held
by the Orthodox bishop of
Corfu in the Church of St
Spyridon (the island’s patron
saint) attended by representa-

tives of the Anglican and
Catholic churches. His cousin,
former king Constantine, who
now lives in Greece in secluded
retirement, was unable to
attend but sent a wreath.
Less than a month previously, Philip’s son, Prince Charles,
had made a strong point of the
fact that not only was his father
a Greek prince but also that
Philip’s mother, Princess Alice,
had been active in the resistance in Athens in the second
World War, in particular
saving Jewish families from
extermination. Prince Charles
was in Athens as the only major
international figure to attend
the muted celebrations of the
bicentenary of the Greek war of
independence.
Humbug
Expert opinion cannot agree
on precisely when the war of
independence began – where,
when and by whom – but

March 25th, 1821, was chosen
as the most appropriate,
virtually, because it coincided
with the feast of the Annunciation, “evangelising the political
liberation of the Hellenic
nation”.
Like the Easter Rising of
1916, it represented the
principle of resurrection. The
bicentenary on March 25th this
year should have been a
massive national celebration of
freedom from the Ottoman
yoke, but was as “virtual” as the
original event.
Turkey, today, remains both
a political and a religious
problem for Greece. Less than
a month after Greece began its
bicentennial celebration of its
independence, the old occupier
remains intransigent in
attempting to dominate the
eastern Mediterranean.
A potentially “diplomatic”
meeting between Greece’s
foreign minister and his
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At present, numbers
of Greeks infected
are alarmingly high,
with hospitals
bulging at the seams

Turkish counterpart, together
with president Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, turned into a media
fiasco which is still smouldering, with accusations of ill-will,
deceit and humbug flying back
and forth between Ankara and
Athens.
I don’t think Greece’s
foreign minister, Nikos
Dendias, expected much from
the manoeuvre, which has

demonstrated yet again that
moving the goalposts is the
only game in town, since the
rules themselves are written in
the disputed waters of the
Mediterranean.
Meanwhile, Greece steels
itself for the opening of the
tourism season.
Greeks have foregone the
Easter celebrations on May
1st-2nd for the second year in
succession – this should have
been the most sacred and
socially significant event in the
Greek calendar, and its absence underlines the fact that
life itself is “virtual” in a society
which depends on tourism for
its principal income, sense of
satisfaction and self-esteem.
For people in the tourism
business – hoteliers, cafe
owners, restaurateurs, tour
guides and, in many islands,
almost the total population – to
have lost 80 per cent of their
income in 2020, and possibly

Starmer seeks to calm post-election
nerves in show of unity with Rayner
Labour leader takes
full ‘responsibility’
for poor results in
regional votes

Socialfabric
Market forces are dictating the
necessity of opening the
country to tourism on Friday,
despite the fact that Covid-19
infections are almost out of
control in urban centres like
Athens and Thessaloniki.
Neighbourhood cafes and
tavernas are now functioning
to restore a vital aspect of the
social fabric, but in the more
touristic locales owners are
waiting to see sufficient visitors
before reopening.
At present, numbers of
Greeks infected are alarmingly
high, with hospitals bulging at
the seams – with a total of
11,000 deaths exceeding
Ireland’s total on a per capita
basis. And in the absence of EU
clarity about travel documents,

Greece is unsure which visitors
it may be welcoming, or under
what conditions.
EU nationals and arrivals
from the US, UK, the United
Arab Emirates and Israel are
permitted into the country with
proof of vaccination and a
negative Covid test, but doubts
about reliability have already
been fostered by experimental
advance cadres of Dutch and
German tourists who proved
positive.
Greeks are aware of the fact
that on June 1st last year the
death toll from Covid-19 was
less than 200 (a fraction of
Ireland’s 1,400) and relatively
minuscule compared most
European countries.
Opening up tourism exponentially increased the numbers of both infections and
fatalities, so fears are prevalent
that this year’s influx could
again send the numbers
sky-high.

England to ease
many curbs
from next week
Indoor hospitality, theatres and
cinemas to reopen, says Johnson

Burnham says row
took spotlight from
wins in Liverpool
and Manchester

DENIS STAUNTON

DENIS STAUNTON
London Editor

Labour leader Keir Starmer
has sought to calm nerves in his
party after a chaotic weekend
of internal conflict and a
botched shadow cabinet reshuffle that left his authority weakened.
Sir Keir made a public display of unity with Labour’s deputy leader Angela Rayner,
whom he sacked from two of
her positions on Saturday, only
to appoint her to three more on
Sunday.
Ms Rayner’s allies suggested
that Sir Keir was trying to scapegoat her for Labour’s poor results in last week’s elections in
England but at a shadow cabinet meeting yesterday he said
any blame belonged with him.
“To be clear, I take responsibility. Nobody else. I lead the Labour Party and it is entirely on
me,” he is reported to have said.
Sir Keir’s conflict with Ms
Rayner overshadowed some of
Labour’s best results on Saturday and Sunday when the party
held mayoralties in London,
Liverpool and Manchester and
captured the west of England
from the Conservatives.
Labour also made gains in local council elections in Conservative heartlands in Oxfordshire
and West Sussex.
Andy Burnham, who was
re-elected mayor of Greater
Manchester with two-thirds of
the vote, said the row in London had taken attention away
from Labour’s victories there

face the same scale of loss this
year, is not merely economically disastrous but socially and
emotionally devastating.

Labour Party leader Keir
Starmer leaves his home in
London yesterday. PHOTOGRAPH:
■
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and in neighbouring Liverpool.
“We’ve got 10 Labour mayors now across the country,
that is a fantastic foundation
for the Labour Party to build on
and I believe he will, and that’s
the opportunity before us,” Mr
Burnham said.
“I didn’t see why we were getting a negative story on Saturday night when myself and Ste-

ve Rotheram and other people
around the country had good
victories to celebrate, so that
wasn’t right, but I don’t think
the way Angela was treated was
right.”
One of Labour’s wins could
create a headache for Sir Keir
after Tracy Brabin won the mayoralty of West Yorkshire, triggering a byelection in her Westminster seat of Batley and
Spen. The contest, which is likely to be held in July, will be an
important test for Sir Keir,
whose leadership of the party is
in question for the first time

since he succeeded Jeremy Corbyn last year.
Former Labour prime minister Gordon Brown called yesterday for a review of how the Unit-
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I lead the
Labour Party
and it is entirely
on me
ed Kingdom is governed and a
permanent forum for its nations and regions following the
Scottish National Party’s (SNP)

fourth successive victory in
Scotland’s parliamentary elections.
Mr Brown, who played a key
role on the anti-independence
side during the 2014 referendum, said the choice in a future
referendum should be between
independence and further constitutional change within the
UK rather than the status quo.
“I’m not afraid of a referendum. I actually think that we
have got all the arguments and
will develop all the arguments
that will win that referendum,”
he said.

Downing Street dismissed
the idea of a permanent forum
for the nations and regions and
rejected Mr Brown’s call for
constitutional change.
“Ministers and officials
across all UK government departments are currently focused on tackling the Covid-19
pandemic, and through the recent elections all party leaders
across the UK said Covid recovery should be our shared priority. And that’s what the UK government is going to be focusing
on,” Boris Johnson’s official
spokesman said.

Boris Johnson has confirmed
a major easing of coronavirus
restrictions in England from
next week, with indoor hospitality, theatres and cinemas reopening and up to 30 people allowed to meet outdoors.
The British prime minister
told a press conference in
Downing Street that family
and friends would be able to
hug one another again but
urged people to exercise caution and common sense.
“We’re taking a step toward
that moment when we learn to
live responsibly with Covid,
when we cease eventually to
rely on detailed government
edicts and make our own decisions based on the best scientific advice about how best to protect our families and those
around us,” he said.
“This doesn’t mean that we
can suddenly throw caution to
the winds. We all know that
close contacts such as hugging
is a direct way of transmitting
this disease. So I urge you to
think about the vulnerability
of your loved ones.”
There were no coronavirus
deaths reported in the latest
figures from England, Scotland and Northern Ireland, although four deaths were recorded in Wales. But Mr Johnson appeared to reject calls to
accelerate the roadmap towards ending restrictions, saying it was important to monitor the impact of each easing
before moving on to the next.
From next Monday, six people or two households can
meet indoors and stay overnight and up to 30 can meet
outside. Bars, restaurants and
other hospitality venues can
reopen indoors, along with
museums, theatres, cinemas,
concert halls, sports stadiums

and children’s play areas.
Hotels and other accommodation can reopen and holidays abroad to a small number
of designated countries will be
allowed. All third-level students can return to in-person
tuition, and schoolchildren
and college students will no
longer be required to wear
face masks in class.
Some social distancing
measures will remain, including the “one metre plus” rule
and only table service will be allowed in bars and restaurants.
“This unlocking amounts to
a very considerable step on
the road back to normality and
I am confident that we will be
able to go further,” the prime
minister said.
“We are announcing the single biggest step on our roadmap, and it will allow us to do
many of the things that we’ve
yearned to do for a long time.”
Vaccines
More than 35 million people
in the UK have received their
first vaccine dose and almost
18 million have received their
second. Chief scientific adviser Patrick Vallance said Britain’s fast vaccine rollout had
made a great impact on the
spread of coronavirus and the
seriousness of the illness it
caused.
“Everything is pointing in
the direction that the vaccines
are producing very effective reductions in hospitalisations
and death. We know that they
are also reducing onward
transmission. All of that
points to this now being a
much smoother path, it points
to a lower increase than you
might have otherwise expected with another wave. Things,
if they carry on without variants, are definitely pointing in
the right direction,” he said.

Biden holds talks with eastern European Wildboartriggersnewround in Warsaw’s
longstand-off withEU onjudicial reform
allies about strengthening defences
DANIEL McLAUGHLIN

The US and nine EU and Nato
countries have discussed
strengthening security in central and eastern Europe amid
renewed focus on Russia’s actions in Ukraine and elsewhere
in the region.
US president Joe Biden
spoke via video-link with leaders from the nine states on the
eastern flank of the EU and
Nato as part of an online summit hosted by Romanian president Klaus Iohannis and visiting Polish counterpart Andrzej Duda.
■ Romanian president Klaus Iohannis (left) with his Polish
Mr Biden “underscored his counterpart Andrzej Duda in Bucharest yesterday
commitment to rebuilding alliances and strengthening transatlantic relationships, he con- wards eastern Ukraine and cerned by a major build-up of
veyed his desire for closer into occupied Crimea, spark- Russian weaponry in Crimea
co-operation with our nine al- ing fears of all-out war be- since the Kremlin annexed the
lies in central Europe and the tween the neighbours.
Black Sea peninsula in 2014, afBlack Sea regions . . . and he
“Nato must continue to ter a pro-western revolution
also expressed his support for strengthen its defence and de- ousted Moscow-backed leadenhancing Nato’s deterrence terrence posture especially on ers in Ukraine.
and defence posture”, White the eastern flank, from . . . the
Russia ended its snap comHouse spokeswoman Jen Psa- Baltic Sea to the Black Sea,” bat readiness drills late last
ki said of yesterday’s talks.
said Mr Iohannis. “This is why I month and sent thousands of
The summit came as Nato have argued, including in dis- troops back to base, but Kiev,
began war games involving cussions with President Biden, Washington and Nato warn
more than 28,000 troops from for an increase of allied mili- that much of their heavy weap26 nations conducting drills in tary presence in Romania and onry remains within swift strika dozen countries, just weeks the south of the eastern flank.” ing distance of Ukraine.
after Russia reportedly moved
Nato members Romania,
“There is no doubt that the
tens of thousands of troops to- Bulgaria and Turkey are con- situation there is very difficult,

that Ukrainian territory is occupied,” Mr Duda said alongside
Mr Iohannis.
“Neither Europe nor the
world can take their eyes off
this part of our continent.We
must all absolutely support
Ukraine on the one hand, but
on the other hand we must also
guard our security, because
this is our eastern flank, both
for Romania and for Poland.”
‘Absurd’
Moscow’s strained relations
with most of the so-called Bucharest Nine deteriorated further amid recent allegations
that Russian intelligence officers were behind explosions at
arms depots in the Czech Republic and Bulgaria, two members of the group.
In response, Prague told dozens of Russian diplomats and
other embassy staff to go
home, and Slovakia, Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania – also
members of the Bucharest
Nine – expelled Russian diplomats in solidarity.
Leonid Slutsky, chairman of
the foreign affairs committee
of Russia’s lower house of parliament, described reports yesterday that Prague may sue
Moscow for compensation for
the explosions as “absurd”.
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ECHR has ruled that
Poland’s highest
legal institution is,
effectively, illegal
Last year in Berlin a wild boar
scored 15 minutes of fame
when it snatched an unattended laptop bag at a city lake –
and was photographed with its
naked owner in hot pursuit.
Now a wild boar in neighbouring Poland has triggered a
new round in Warsaw’s
long-running stand-off with
Brussels on judicial reform and
the rule of law.
The case in question itself is
remarkably unremarkable: a
Polish maker of football turf
sued the Polish government

seeking more compensation
for product damaged by wild
boar.
The case wound its way
through Poland’s legal system
and found its way to Strasbourg’s European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR), where
the company claimed a violation of its right to a fair trial
under the 1950 European
Convention on Human Rights.
The previous stop for the
case was at Poland’s constitutional court where, the company argued, one of the judges
hearing the case shouldn’t have
been on the bench at all.
On Friday, the Strasbourg
court agreed and ruled that
Poland’s highest legal institution was, effectively, illegal.
Chief among the Strasbourg
court’s complaints: how, in
2015, Poland’s ruling national
conservative Law and Justice
(PiS) used its majority to
nominate three judges to the
bench, disregarding those
chosen by the previous parliament.
One of these unlawfully
elected judges was involved in
the boar-football turf case and
thus the chamber’s ruling had
no sound legal basis.
On Friday, Poland’s constitutional tribunal dismissed the

Strasbourg ruling as irrelevant
– but things are not that
straightforward.
Warsaw has yet to indicate
whether it will demand a
referral of the case to the
ECHR grand chamber for a
final ruling.

‘‘

Warsaw
insists its
five-year reform
push has freed the
judicial system of
inefficiencies and
post-communist
cliques

It also knows the case – and
Poland’s courts – now face
additional scrutiny by the
Council of Europe, the continent’s leading human rights
body under whose auspices the
Strasbourg court operates.
Yesterday, in a very unusual
step, that court informed
Warsaw that it was prioritising
five similar cases in its inbox.
Two involve judges and a
third a state prosecutor, all of
whom have come into conflict
with their superiors and the
ruling party in recent years.

Warsaw insists its five-year
reform push has freed the
judicial system of inefficiencies
and post-communist cliques;
critics accuse the government
of creating legal chaos and a
politically beholden judicial
system.
This has all caused a stir in
continental and European
legal circles.
At home, the ruling has
raised fresh questions about
the legitimacy of the three PiS
judges and all constitutional
cases in which they have been
involved since 2015, including
a controversial ruling last
October that effectively
outlawed abortion.
Meanwhile, the European
Court of Justice (CJEU) will
soon issue its own ruling on
challenges to Polish judicial
reform.
Though completely separate
to the ECHR,the CJEU – the
EU’s highest court – has always
shown a collegial interest in the
other’s rulings.
More immediately, the
Strasbourg ruling may revive
concerns of other national
courts around Europe about
co-operating with Polish courts
– in particular on European
arrest warrants and family law
cases.

